Winterspell
Playlist

1. Sweet Dreams (Are Made of This) — *Sucker Punch* — performed by Emily Browning
2. Towers of the Void — *Red Riding Hood* — Brian Reitzell
3. Is It Poison, Nanny — *Sherlock Holmes* — Hans Zimmer
4. Dyslexia — *Percy Jackson & the Olympians* — Christophe Beck
5. Maria Redowa — *Little Women* — Thomas Newman
6. La Fayette’s Welcome — *Little Women* — Thomas Newman
7. Port Royal Gallop — *Little Women* — Thomas Newman
8. Dead Sister — *Red Riding Hood* — Brian Reitzell & Alex Heffes
9. The Dance — *Emma* — Rachel Portman
10. Tavern Stalker — *Red Riding Hood* — Brian Reitzell & Alex Heffes
12. Then Came the Purge — *Underworld: Awakening* — Paul Haslinger
14. The Lycan Van Escape — *Underworld: Awakening* — Paul Haslinger
15. Wtf — *Green Zone* — John Powell
16. Mike to Tavern — *Underworld: Evolution* — Marco Beltrami
17. Darkness Deep Within — *Underworld* — Paul Haslinger
18. Teahouse — *The Matrix Reloaded* — Juno Reactor and Gocoo
19. To Jerusalem — *Kingdom of Heaven* — Harry Gregson-Williams
20. Jean and Logan — *X-Men: The Last Stand* — John Powell
22. Pier 17 — *The Adjustment Bureau* — Thomas Newman
24. Richardson — *The Adjustment Bureau* — Thomas Newman
25. The Journey — *The Book of Eli* — Atticus Ross
26. Mt. Grimoor — *Red Riding Hood* — Brian Reitzell & Alex Heffes
27. The Arrow Attack — *Underworld: Rise of the Lycans* — Paul Haslinger
28. Corvinus — *Underworld* — Paul Haslinger
29. Subterraria — *Underworld* — Paul Haslinger
30. A Thorough Education — *Jane Eyre* — Dario Marianelli
31. Dress Waltz — *Legend* — Jerry Goldsmith
32. White Skin Like the Moon — *Jane Eyre* — Dario Marianelli
33. The Traveling Montage — *The Wolfman* — Danny Elfman
34. The Crawl — *Underworld: Evolution* — Marco Beltrami
35. Transformation — *Underworld* — Paul Haslinger
36. Trunkin’ — *Underworld: Evolution* — Marco Beltrami
37. Safe — *The Book of Eli* — Atticus Ross
38. A Restless Night — *Jane Eyre* — Dario Marianelli
39. Lucian and Sonja’s Love Theme — *Underworld: Rise of the Lycans* — Paul Haslinger
40. The End of an Era (Opening) — *Underworld* — Paul Haslinger
41. Deathdealers Deploy — Underworld — Paul Haslinger
42. Metamorphosis — Underworld — Paul Haslinger
43. Marcus Taps Tannis — Underworld: Evolution — Marco Beltrami
44. Evil Car — Unknown — John Ottman
45. Alexander Can Help — Underworld: Evolution — Marco Beltrami
46. Anger and Retribution — Underworld — Paul Haslinger
47. The Most Precious Thing to My Heart — Underworld: Rise of the Lycans — Paul Haslinger
48. Atonement — The Bourne Supremacy — John Powell
49. Kids — Red Riding Hood — Brian Reitzell & Alex Heffes

Songs for Clara

1. Army of Me (featuring Skunk Anansie) — Sucker Punch — Björk
2. White Rabbit — Sucker Punch — Emiliana Torrini
3. Build a Fire — 5 — Lamb

Songs for Clara and Nicholas

1. Frozen — Ray of Light — Madonna
2. Where Is My Mind? (featuring Emily Browning) — Sucker Punch — Yoav
3. Existential Ich — 5 — Lamb
4. Back to Beginning (featuring Damien Rice) — 5 — Lamb
5. Wolf Like Me — Wolf Like Me — TV On the Radio
6. Lovesong — Just Like Heaven — The Brunettes
7. Howl — Lungs — Florence + the Machine

Songs for Clara and Anise

1. Skin — Ray of Light — Madonna
2. Butterfly Effect — 5 — Lamb
3. Tokyo Underground — Blue Sky Black Death — Slow Burning Lights
4. 2 Wicky — The Heights — Hooverphonic
5. Strangeness and Charm — Ceremonials — Florence + the Machine
6. Dragonfly — Bring Me the Workhorse — My Brightest Diamond

Songs from the Summer Palace

1. Liquid Dance — Slumdog Millionaire — AR Rahman, Palakkad Sriram & Madhumitha
2. Ringa Ringa — Slumdog Millionaire — AR Rahman, Palakkad Sriram & Madhumitha
3. Candy Perfume Girl — Ray of Light — Madonna
4. Shanti/Ashtangi — Ray of Light — Madonna
5. Dissolved Girl — Mezzanine — Massive Attack
6. Man Next Door — Mezzanine — Massive Attack
7. Group Four — Mezzanine — Massive Attack
8. Inertia Creeps — Mezzanine — Massive Attack

I also highly recommend you check out the following recordings of the complete score to The Nutcracker—the Kirov Orchestra, conducted by Valery Gergiev; and the London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Charles Mackerras.